I KNOW WHY
"There are only three of us left – the only three left alive in the world."
We don't have any clue how everyone disappeared all of a sudden. We three came to the
Canteen for a break, and all these happened in a moment. We went everywhere to find the fishy
thing. Lastly, we realized no one is alive in that city, which indicated the same with the people
worldwide.
We were so stupid, and we lost humanity. We were not worried about people, even a bit.
Me - the Stupid 1 and my friends; Stupid 2 and Stupid 3 discussed where to move and what to
grab. We headed into the nearby restaurant – an empty restaurant. Those two stupids were
searching for the most expensive and delicious dish. They put themselves in an embarrassing
situation as they found it in a minimum quantity. Then, they shared with each other pretending
a sacrifice.
Then we moved into a branded cloth shop. We three were crazy about those shirts at that
time. There were days we cried and tried to make money to get that shirt at least once. As we
had no block and security, we broke into the shop, shouting the disgusting words in joy.
And again, the scarcity scared us. We could see only two shirts in that particular design and
the material. My friends were looking at each other to conclude who is going to take that one
shirt. Another shirt was already with me. I grabbed it from the shelf in the first moment.
Sacrificing the tasty dish doesn't mean I surrender everything. And with no option, the second
stupid gave it to the third one with an unsaid plan.
I didn't know what struck his mind. Suddenly, he took a brick from the ground and broke
the third's head. He continued his walking in a villain style. I just followed him, leaving the
body there.
To our surprise, a girl from a distance approached us and cried, "I don't know what is
happening; I could see no one in the streets and many shops left abandoned. Please tell me! I
am getting more fear."
We couldn't understand the words and emotion of her as she were so beautiful. We lost it
again. I, the first stupid, turned to the only friend and gave a wicked smile. He did the same, but
his smiling face turned into a frightening one shortly. Yes! It was over. I was alone with that
girl. She walked with me, clueless.
The story got ended before it started. I realize now why we were only three left that time,
not even one, now. I have a lot to narrate such lessons from this so-called Hell.
Get Humanity and Get Life! Care for People and Share for People! Preserve Humans
before Preserving Tigers!
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